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1 MonitorSvc  
All requirements in this document are currently implemented, except where explicitly mentioned 
otherwise. We cover the MonitorSvc, AdderSvc and SaverSvc. Each section starts with requirements, 
followed by a description of the current implementation and finally some proposals given the 
experience gained so far. Although we have attempted to make the requirements as generic as possible, 
a C++ implementation within the Gaudi framework is assumed. 

1.1 MonitorSvc Requirements 
The MonitorSvc provides a mechanism for the publication in real time of objects from user programs 
such as counters, rates and histograms. It also takes care of saving sets of histograms periodically. It is 
implemented in the form of a Gaudi library. 

1.1.1 Overall requirements 
1. Intended for online use. User code should run offline without changes. 
2. Publishes in realtime: 

1. histograms (1D, 2D, profiles)  
2. counters (bool, double, float, int, long, pairs-DD, pairs-DI, pairs-II, vectors-D,vectors-I; I do 

not know if bool, pairs and vectors are used, or whether they are required)  
3. rates (see below) 
4. strings  
5. user structures  

3. All data published is accompanied by a description (“comment”). 
4. The refreshrate for publication is a configuration parameter. 
5. Can be extended to cover new datatypes (it might be necessary to extend the IMonitorSvc 

interface). But it does not need to be an open system. 
6. Does not cause a significant performance overhead. 
7. Clients for counters: PVSS. 
8. Clients for histograms: AdderSvc, Presenter. 
9. Clients for rates: AdderSvc. 
10. Requirements related to the saving of histograms; for use in the Monitoring Farm, where tasks 

run in single instances: 
1. Optionally triggers the regular saving of histograms with or without reset.  
2. Histograms are saved as root files, keeping any user defined directory structure, with a 

filename convention as agreed by the Online Histograms and Monitoring group. 
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3. By default histograms are reset after saving. A separate program makes the aggregate of 
all savesets in a run.  

4. The publication/histogram saving times are optional with a precision of 1 sec. A 
reasonable histogram saving rate is of the order of 10 minutes. 

11. Returns the list of histograms found on the transient store on request. 
12. Can reset any or all histograms on the transient store on request. 
13. The publication of data should be consistent within the eventloop. This means that since a 

histogram could be filled anywhere inside the eventloop, an update at a random time could 
result in an incomplete histogram. It should therefore only be published immediately before or 
after the eventloop. 

14. The publication of data should be consistent within a run. Events from different runs should not 
be mixed. 

1.1.2 MonitorSvc serialization 
With serialization we mean the creation of a memory buffer containing the quantities that are to be 
published. The structure of this buffer is also part of the serialization. Deserialization allows the clients 
of the MonitorSvc to reconstruct the original objects. 

1. Should be independent of the MonitorSvc and its clients, so that new object types can be 
serialized without changing the MonitorSvc. I.e. the knowledge of the structure of the buffer 
should be part of the object.  

2. Should contain a version number.  
3. The serialized data should be platform independent, i.e. it should be possible to deserialize data 

on Windows that was serialized on Linux. This requirement is not satisfied in the current 
implementation (although it could be with some effort). 

1.1.3 MonitorSvc and fast run changes 
A fast run change can happen for instance as the luminosity decreases during a fill, or when the velo has 
changed its position. When this happens, the run is stopped, the histograms are saved and reset, but the 
jobs remain running (they do not change state). A new trigger configuration is selected and downloaded 
in the L0 (if necessary), and a new run is started. The running job detects the change of run from the 
ODIN bank, as well as the new trigger configuration key TCK). 

1. Optionally checks for a (‘fast’) change of run. Ensures run consistency of published data (the 
serialized data should not contain a mix of events from different runs). 

2. If histogram saving is on, histograms are saved and reset.   
3. End of run savesets have a tag “-EOR” in the filename. 

1.1.4 MonitorSvc behavior at end of run 
1. If histogram saving is on, histograms are saved.  End of run savesets have a tag “-EOR” in the 

filename. 
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1.1.5 MonitorSvc & MonRates 
1. Contains  counters (integers, longs, doubles and statentities (=Gaudi “counters”) that have to be 

converted into rates.   
2. Monitor “cycles” of length delta-t define the time interval used to calculate the rates. 
3. Its structure is: gps time of first event in run, time of last event in cycle, gps time of last event in 

cycle, the number “1”, the runnumber, the TCK, the cyclenumber, delta-t, counter1….countern. 
4. The number “1” is added as a checksum: after summing by the top level Adder, it should contain 

the number of processes that contribute to the sum.  
5. When the gps time of the last event in the cycle is plotted as a rate, it should display the number 

of processes that contribute to the sum. 
6. The tck is used by the TCK analyser. 
7. The current cyclenumber=current system time/delta-t 
8. The extraction of counters and their conversion to rates is done by the top level Adder, 

according to the following algorithm (where delta-t is corrected for misalignments between 
components): 

a. realDelta-t=(newCyclenumber-oldCyclenumber)*delta-t  
+(newOffsetGpsTimeLastEvtinCycle-oldOffsetGpsTimeLastEvtinCycle) 

b. rate=(newCounter-oldCounter)/realDelta-t 
9. On the MF there is a use case for calculating rates from a single process (Luminosity monitoring, 

currently not implemented). 

1.2 MonitorSvc implementation (and constraints) 
1. Use of Gaudi & DIM. 
2. Is a Gaudi service with more or less fixed interface (in GaudiKernel/IMonitorSvc). 
3. The Gaudi Histograms are AIDA objects. 
4. Naming conventions: 

• Dim service names (see Histograms and Monitoring WG meetings) 

• Saveset filename 
5. The serialization of objects is handled by the MonObject, from which each object type inherits: 

Object -> MonObjects ->binary stringstream -> Dim Service 

6. The use of MonObjects makes it easier to extend the MonitorSvc. When a new MonObject is 
added, the MonitorSvc, AdderSvc and SaverSvc do not need to be changed. The code handling 
the addition of objects sits inside the MonObject.  

7. The MonitorSvc  passes the serialized buffer to DIM for publication. 
8. The PVSS client recognizes only ‘clear text (=non Boost)’ serialized objects 
9. Serialization of histograms and rates is done using the Boost binary archive. Counters (e.g. 

integers, doubles, floats, longs, strings and “free format” objects) are by default published as 
clear text strings so that PVSS can process them. However, this is done inside the MonitorSvc’s 
declareInfo method (without using a MonObject); thus they can currently not be added by the 
AdderSvc, as the AdderSvc uses the “combine” method from the MonObject. 
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10. Those objects that are published without Boost, have an extra service to accommodate the 
comment string (this should change). 

11. Looks at the ODIN bank to check if a fast run change has occurred. 
12. UpdateAndReset algorithm (that ensures run & eventloop integrity and handles histogram 

saving) is called as the first algorithm in the TopAlg sequence. A DIM timer is used to determine 
whether the cycletime has elapsed. If so, an update flag is set. At the start of the eventloop, the 
update flag is checked; if it is set, the update takes place and the flag is set to false. If a new run 
number is found in the ODIN bank, the update also takes place, this time with a flag inside the 
data indicating it is the last from the run. If the eventloop isn’t called (waiting for triggers), the 
DIM timer will force an update when the next cycle has elapsed. 

13. End of run happens when the stop command is sent via DIM to the job. This triggers the finalize 
method of the MonitorSvc. 

14. MonRate is implemented as a profile histogram, to have easy access to averages, which makes 
the addition of MonRates simple and the calculation of rates easier. Multiple counters are 
contained inside a single MonRate; this requires some internal book-keeping. 

15. DeclareInfo is automatically called by the plot method in HistoAlg. This means that: 

• The user may write code without explicitly calling the MonitorSvc, but still have 
histograms published 

• As plot may be called anywhere in the users’ program, histograms may get published at 
random times. 

1.3 MonitorSvc proposals given current experience 
1. The use of Boost triggers dissatisfaction with several members of the online group who believe 

that it imposes a performance and technical overhead.  MonObject were introduced to  
decouple the serialization from the MonitorSvc: 

Object -> MonObjects ->(Boost) binary stringstream -> Dim Service 

Boost allows for a standard and convenient way to serialize any object type.  The advantages of 
Boost serialization are listed here: 
http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_39_0/libs/serialization/doc/index.html 

Old timing measurements: 

http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=3&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=21542 

New timing measurements are under way. 

2. In the current implementation, Boost could be removed. Proposal: discuss whether Boost needs 
removing. Cost: code of all MonObjects would need changing. Presenter would also be affected. 
Big. 

3. The Boost binary archive turns out not to be platform independent. Use of the Boost text 
archive would make the Boost archive platform independent, thus enabling a Windows version 

http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_39_0/libs/serialization/doc/index.html
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=3&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=21542
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of the Presenter. This code was prepared by Juan who left before it was debugged. Proposal:  
test and fix Juan’s code. Cost: small. 

4. Having to add the UpdateAndReset algorithm to the TopAlg sequence  in the users’ job options 
Is sometimes forgotten.  Proposal:  the MonitorSvc could listen to a Gaudi incident that is fired 
at the beginning of the eventloop. Cost: small. 

5. The MonRate is implemented as a profile histogram. This is convenient as to calculate rates, we 
use the average of a counter over all trigger processes, and this is given by a profile histograms’ 
bin content. It also means that the code for adding MonRates is simply that of a MonProfile, and 
we don’t need anything special in the AdderSvc. The down side is that it needs to be reinitialized 
each time it is updated; currently this is done by making a new profile for each update. 
Proposal: reinitialize the profile instead of making a new profile. Cost: small. 

6. To calculate rates on the MF an Adder should be installed there. Proposal: install Adder in MF. 
Cost: medium (need to adapt the Adder to handle multiple sources). 

7. The MonitorSvc implements one DIM service per serialized object (with the exception of 
MonRates, which can contain multiple counters). Proposal: group histograms together in one 
service (as MonRates), keeping the possibility for separate services (via a joboption). The top 
level Adder would split the services (as MonRates) so that the Presenter does not need 
changing. This would simplify the bookkeeping done by the Adder and make it more robust.  The 
problem of histograms published during the run (via plot) should be looked at. Cost:  both 
MonitorSvc and AdderSvc would require extensive changes. Big. 

8. In the first implementation of the MonitorSvc (2 years ago), the histogram Dim services were 
implemented as RPCs. This was abandoned because: 

• It was felt that histograms should be pushed on update, rather than pulled at regular 
intervals 

• The load from/on multiple clients (Presenters, Adders) would be high as there would be 
separate requests for each histogram 

2 Adder requirements 
As in the EFF many instances are run of the same program (HLT), the results published by them need to 
be added. Reconstruction jobs in the MF are also run in many instances. The addition is done by the 
AdderSvc who in turn publishes the summed results. It is implemented as a standalone GaudiSvc. 

1. The AdderSvc adds:  

• histograms (1D, 2D, profiles) 

• rates published by the MonitorSvc 

• counters (currently not implemented) 
2. It runs (from a single codebase): 

• in the EFF (Event Filter Farm), in a hierarchy 

• In the Reconstruction Farm (part of the Monitoring Farm), only one instance 

• Standalone 
3. It should be started/configured/stopped by PVSS: 
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• It should accept start and stop transactions 

• Data should not be lost at EOR or when HLT jobs stop  
4. It  should be robust against: 

• HLT jobs stopping or restarting in the middle of a run 

• New histograms being published when the Adder is already running 
5. Clients for the top level Adder: 

• Saver (in the EFF and MF) 

• Presenter (using the DNS from the MF), histograms and rates 

• PVSS (rates) 

• TCK analyser (rates) 
6. The Adder should add without reconstructing the serialized objects. For example, after 

deserializing a Dim service containing a histogram, it is not necessary to reconstruct the Root 
object. The addition can be done by manipulating the deserialized buffers.   

7. The top level Adder extracts the counters contained inside a MonRate (including the TCK which 
is not yet implemented), and calculates rates by subtracting values at the end of the previous 
cycle.  

8. The rates are published in clear text (non-Boost) form so that PVSS can accept them (for 
trendplots). Each counter is published as a separate DIM service containing: the rate, the 
absolute value of the counter, a descriptive comment. 

2.1 Adders & Event Filter Farm 
Adders are run in a hierarchy of three levels: 

1. On a node inside a subfarm (e.g. HLTA0101). It adds histograms and monrates from the HLT jobs 
running on that node.  Needs to run fast here as it could take CPU away from HLT jobs. 

2. On the controls PC of a subfarm (e.g. HLTA01). It adds the results of the Adders running on the 
nodes under the control of this PC. 

3. On the controls PC of the farm (HLT01). It adds the results of the Adders running on the controls 
PCs in the partition. 

2.2 Adders & Monitoring Farm (Reconstruction part) 
1. On the Monitoring Farm, the Adders add the histograms from Brunel. There is no need for a 

hierarchy yet, and its implementation in the MF would need to be studied. 

2.3 AdderSvc implementation 
1. The AdderSvc is a GaudiSvc (no eventloop). The DIM FSM used by PVSS to configure, start and 

stop the jobs is implemented by Gaudi.exe from GaudiOnline. 
2. To allow a single codebase to run in different circumstances, a dependency on naming 

conventions (both of the Adders and the trigger/reconstruction jobs) has been introduced: 
a. An Adder running on a single node in the EFF has UTGID HLTA0101_Adder_1. From the 

form of this and the fact that the AdderSvc.subfarms joboption is empty, it knows it has 
to add only services published on node HLTA0101.  
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b. An Adder running on the controls pc in the EFF has UTGID HLTA01_Adder_1.  From this, 
and the fact that the AdderSvc,subfarms joboption is empty, it knows it has to add only 
the services published by the adders HLTA01xx_Adder_1. The results are published to 
DNS HLT01. 

c. The top level Adder in the partition runs on HLT01 and has UTGID PARTxx_Adder_1. The 
partition name is given as joboption AdderSvc.partname and the list of subfarms is 
contained in AdderSvc.subfarms. The results are published to DNS Mona08 (where the 
Presenter runs), and the services are named PARTITIONNAME_Adder_1/TaskName for 
rates and Monxx/PARTITIONNAME_Adder_1/TaskName for histograms. These 
conventions are used by  the SaverSvc, the Presenter and the PVSS rate application. 

d. In the MF (reconstruction), the Adder has UTGID 
PARTITIONNAME_MONA09_RecAdder_1. 

e. When running standalone, the situations above can be simulated by using the proper 
UTGID. 

3. To make a list of which services to add, it subscribes to the DNS_SERVER_LIST (from the DNS). 
For speed reasons, it takes the first appropriate server from this list, and subscribes to its 
SERVICES_LIST, assuming that it is complete, and that all servers publish the same list of 
services.  Then all services in the list from all servers are subscribed to. 

4. Whenever a subscribed service is updated, the appropriate sum is recalculated. The data is 
deserialized when something changes and a new buffer containing the sum is serialized before 
publication. 

5. The sum is published at a configurable time interval. 
6. A “reconfigure” RPC command has been implemented to force the remake of the list of services 

to add.  
 

2.4 AdderSvc proposals given current experience 
1. Proposal:  the Adder should be made to add counters as well. Cost: medium. 
2. When subscribing to the SERVICE_LIST service form the first server, the list may not be 

complete; or the list could be complete, but unavailable from other servers. Although timeouts 
and protections have been implemented, in practice the lists are frequently incomplete. Thus a 
“reconfigure” command is sent by PVSS to all Adders 15 seconds after the running state has 
been achieved.  Proposal: group histograms together as suggested above (proposal 1.3.6). 

3. A check whether events from different runs are added is in place, but I suspect the 
implementation is not fail-safe. Proposal: It needs more testing and perhaps re-coding. 

4. On the controls PC of the farm (HLT01). The Adder running here has UTGID PARTXX_Adder_1, 
where PARTXX is the partition that uses part of the EFF. Its startup script is submitted by PVSS as 
a system command.   Proposal: start this Adder through the task manager. Cost: medium 
(PVSS). 

5. The FSM in the HLT is complicated since the Adders need to be started/stopped after the trigger 
jobs.  Proposal: The OnlineTask library should be used instead of GaudiOnline so that the 
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AdderSvc can become a  CLASS0 task (such as the buffer manager, terminating after the trigger 
tasks).  Cost: probably small (I think it works, it needs to be tested).  
 

3 Savers 
The SaverSvc takes care of periodically saving the summed results from the AdderSvc. 

1. Client of: 

• Top level Adder (in EFF) 

• Brunel Adder (in MF) 
2. Histograms are saved in a single root file per tasktype 
3. Publishes a Dim service with the path of the last saveset so that OMAlib clients can be informed 

when a new saveset arrives for analysis. 
4. Savesets are made at a configurable time interval, at the end of the fast run or at the end of the 

run (when getting the stop command).  
5. The Savers’  behaviour at end of run need to be synchronized with the Adder whose services 

they are saving. 

3.1 Saver implementation 
Stopping savers can take a long time. 

3.2 Saver experience 
Behaviour at end of run needs more testing. Are events lost? 

 

4 Resetting savesets 
In the MF, histograms are currently reset after saving. Thus the savesets are incremental. In the EFF, 
histograms are not reset after saving. We should implement in the EFF a behaviour that is the same as in 
the MF, whilst guaranteeing no events get lost. 

This could be achieved as follows. 

We need to change things at the level of the MonitorSvc; when looking at histograms from an individual 
job in the Presenter, they should get reset after saving.  Resetting is easy to implement (code already 
exists for MF). A handshaking mechanism with the Saver needs to be setup through the hierarchy of 
Adders, so that the histograms are only reset after successful saving. How to do this requires some 
thought. 

As a consequence, Giacomo’s aggregator will also have to aggregate savesets from the EFF. 
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